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Instant chaos is the onset of chaotic behaviour as a local bifurcation directly
from a trivial steady state. We describe a systematic method for constructing
examples of instant chaos, by scaling spatial variables and time. In this way we
generalize properties of examples previously studied by other authors. We show
that whenever a chaotic attractor of limited amplitude is obtained using a scaling
property then it appears in slow motion}for any set S transverse to the vector
field, the return time to S tends to infinity as we approach the bifurcation point.
When instant chaos appears for a family of vector fields with a nontrivial scaling
property, if it is not in slow motion then the amplitude of the chaotic attractor
becomes arbitrarily large around the bifurcation point. We use this method to
obtain the Lorenz attractor in a bifurcation directly from an asymptotically stable
equilibrium. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
An example of a parametrized family of vector fields in R4, where a
trivial steady state bifurcates directly to a chaotic attractor of small
w xamplitude is studied by Guckenheimer and Worfolk 6 who call this
bifurcation instant chaos. One of the known routes to chaos, a period
w xdoubling cascade, is observed numerically in 6 for a family of symmetrical
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vector fields in R4. A parameter in the family of vector fields is then used
to shrink the observed chaotic region into a trivial steady state using the
property that elements of the family can be transformed into each other by
scaling spatial variables and time. The same type of scaling property, a
w xblowup in space and time, is used in 2 . Although scaling is not a generic
property of families of vector fields in Rn it is naturally present in families
w x w xwith symmetry, like the example in 6 or the normal form in 2 .
 .We look at families of vector fields ¨ x, l, l invariant under scaling of
space and time, defined in Section 2. In Section 3 we explore the strong
algebraic restrictions on the Taylor expansion of ¨ imposed by a scal-
ing property. This technical information is then used in Section 4 to
explore the dynamics of the vector field and an example is constructed in
Section 5.
If a nontrivial attractor is shrunk into a point by scaling spatial variables,
the vector field loses differentiability unless time is also scaled, producing
a slower evolution as we approach the bifurcation point. An observer not
aware of the scaling property can hardly notice the bifurcation taking place
in slow motion. This is true regardless of the properties of the attractor.
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
 . m  . mLet d s d , . . . , d g Z and g s g , . . . , g g R and1 m 1 m
m m
d d d d1 2 m< < < <  :d s d , g , d s g d , g s g g ??? g . j j j 1 2 m
js1 js1
 .DEFINITION 1. A parametrized family of vector fields, ¨ x, l, l , for
x g Rn, l g R and l g Rm has the scaling property for l ) 0, with expo-
 . nqmnents a g R and b , g g R if and only if
¨ l b) x , l , lg ) l s l a , . . . , a .qb )¨ x , 1, l , 1 .  .  .
defm n g g g1 m .for all l g R and all x g R , where l ) l s l ? l , . . . , l ? l , with1 m
 .  .g s g , . . . , g and l s l , . . . , l .1 m 1 m
 . nGiven a parametrized family of vector fields, ¨ x, l, l , with x g R ,
m N, M  .l g R, and l g R , let j ¨ denote the Taylor polynomial of degreex, l
 . N .N in x and M in l at 0, l, 0 and j ¨ the Taylor polynomial of de-x
defN N Ny1 .  .  .  .gree N in x at 0, l, l . We define J ¨ s j ¨ y j ¨ if N ) 0,x x x
def0 0 .  .J ¨ s j ¨ . With this notation we can say thatx x
M N
N , Mj ¨ x , l , l s w x , l , l , .  .  . x , l i j
js0 is0
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where
w x , l , l s a l x Ild , .  . i j Id
< < < <I si d sj
 . nqm  . nfor I, d g N , where each a l is a vector in R with componentsId
depending on l. We are interested in smooth parametrized families of
 . ` n m.vector fields, i.e., ¨ x, l, l g C R = R = R .
? @If p g R, we denote by p the greatest integer lower than or equal to p
u vand by p the lowest integer greater than or equal to p.
3. SCALING
 .The scaling property 1 restricts the form of the Taylor expansion of a
 .family of vector fields ¨ x, l, l , forcing some of the terms to be zero. For
 . nqmany exponents a g R and b , g g R , we want to describe the set B1
of indices I g Nn and d g Nm for which the scaling property implies
a ' 0.Id
The main result in this section is the following.
 .  . nTHEOREM 1 Scaling theorem . Suppose ¨ x, l, l , for x g R , l g R,
and l g Rm, is a smooth parametrized family of ¨ector fields, ha¨ing the
 .  . nqmscaling property 1 for l ) 0, with exponents a g R and b , g g R .
n m  . I  :Gi¨ en I g N and d g N , let b s b , . . . , b and K s a y b , I y1 n d
 :g , d . Then
nqm < I 4B s I , d g N ' i g 1, . . . , n K q b f N , . 41 d i
 .and if I, d f B , then1
a l s l K Id , . . . , K Id .qb ) a 1 , .  .Id Id
for all l ) 0.
 .In the special case where the scaling property holds with g s 0, . . . , 0
w xand all components of b are equal, used in 6 , we may describe the set B2
of integers n g N for which the scaling property under these conditions
n .implies J ¨ ' 0.x
 . n mCOROLLARY 1. Suppose ¨ x, l, l , for x g R , l g R, and l g R is a
 .smooth parametrized family of ¨ector fields, ha¨ing the scaling property 1 for
l ) 0, with exponents a g R, all components of the second exponent are equal
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 .to b g R and g s 0, . . . , 0 . Let
¡ 0, 1, 2, . . . , 1 q arb , if b ) 0, 4? @
 40 j 1 q arb , u v~ qA s 1 q arb q 1, . . . l Z , if b - 0,4u v .
B, if b s 0 and a - 0,¢N, if b s 0 and a ) 0
 .and, gi¨ en n g N let K s a q b ? 1 y n . Thenn
<B s n g N n f A k K f N 42 n
and if n f B , then2
J n ¨ x , l , l s l K n ? J n ¨ x , 1, l , .  .  .  .x x
for all l ) 0, l g Rm, and x g Rn.
 .In order to prove Theorem 1 we establish first Lemma 1 below that the
scaling property also holds for each w in the Taylor expansion of ¨ in xi j
and l. The dependence of a on l is described in Lemma 2.Id
 . n mLEMMA 1. Let ¨ x, l, l , for x g R , l g R, and l g R , be a smooth
 .parametrized family of ¨ector fields, ha¨ing the scaling property 1 for l ) 0,
 . nqmwith exponents a g R and b , g g R . Suppose
M N
¨ x , l , l s w x , l , l q R x , l , l .  .  .  i j M N
js0 is0
 . 5 5 Nq1 5 5 Mq 1.and so R x, l, l is O x l . Then each w has the scalingM N i j
 .property 1 , with the same exponents.
Proof. Given the form of ¨ ,
M N
b g b g b g¨ l ) x , l , l ) l s w l ) x , l , l ) l q R l ) x , l , l ) l .  .  .  i j M N
js0 is0
 .and since ¨ has the property 1 ,
¨ l b) x , l , lg ) l s l a , . . . , a .qb )¨ x , 1, l .  .
M N
a , . . . , a .qbs l ) w x , 1, l .  i j
js0 is0
ql a , . . . , a .qb ) R x , 1, l .M N
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and, therefore,
M N
b g b gw l ) x , l , l ) l q R l ) x , l , l ) l .  .  i j M N
js0 is0
M N
a , . . . , a .qb a , . . . , a .qbs l ) w x , 1, l q l ) R x , 1, l . .  .  i j M N
js0 is0
This equality between polynomials in l is possible, if and only if
N N
b g a , . . . , a .qbw l ) x , l , l ) l s l ) w x , 1, l , 2 .  .  . i j i j
is0 is0
for j s 0, . . . , M, and
R l b) x , l , lg ) l s l a , . . . , a .qb ) R x , 1, l . .  .M N M N
 .Again, equality 2 between polynomials in x is possible only if
w l b) x , l , lg ) l s l a , . . . , a .qb )w x , 1, l , .  .i j i j
for j s 0, . . . , M and i s 0, . . . , N.
LEMMA 2. In the conditions of Lemma 1, we must ha¨e
a l l b , I :qg , d : s l a , . . . , a .qb ) a 1 , .  .Id Id
for all l ) 0.
Proof. By Lemma 1, for j s 0, . . . , M and i s 0, . . . , N we have
w l b) x , l , lg ) l s l a , . . . , a .qb )w x , 1, l ; .  .i j i j
i.e.,
I db g a , . . . , a .qb I da l l ) x l ) l s l ) a 1 x l . .  .  .  .   Id Id
< < < < < < < <I si d sj I si d sj
So, for each I and d ,
I db g a , . . . , a .qb I da l l ) x l ) l s l ) a 1 x l , .  .  .  . .Id Id
we have
Idg g , d : d b  b , I : Il ) l s l ? l , l ) x s l ? x ; .  .
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hence,
a l l b , I :qg , d : s l a , . . . , a .qb ) a 1 .  .Id Id
for all l ) 0.
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 2, we have
a l l b , I :qg , d : s l a , . . . , a .qb ) a 1 , .  .Id Id
for all l ) 0. Therefore, for all l ) 0 we have
a l s l ay b , I :yg , d : ? l b) a 1 . .  . .Id Id
I I  :  : IDefine K by K s a y b , I y g , d . If K q b f N for some id d d i
 .between 1 and n, since a l is smooth at l s 0 it must be identically zero.Id
Thus, for all l ) 0,
K Id , . . . , K
I
d .qb I  4l ) a 1 if K q b g N for all i g 1, . . . , n , .Id d ia l s .Id  0 otherwise.
 . nRemark. If a family of vector fields ¨ x, l, l , for x g R , l g R, and
m  .l g R , has the scaling property 1 for l ) 0, then its Taylor expansion
N, M  .j ¨ of any order also has the scaling property for l - 0; i.e.,x,l
N , M < < b < <g < < a , . . . , a .qb N , Mj ¨ l ) x , l , l ) l s l ) j ¨ x , y1, l , .  .  . .x , l x , l
for all x g Rn, l g Rm, and l - 0.
4. INSTANT CHAOS
w xFollowing 6 , we say that a system of differential equations presents
instant chaos if chaotic behavior appears in an arbitrarily small neigh-
bourhood of the origin immediately after the bifurcation of a stable
equilibrium:
 .DEFINITION 2. Let x s ¨ x, l be a system of differential equationsÇ
n  .with x g R , l g R, and ¨ 0, l s 0. A bifurcation at l s 0 produces
instant chaos if for small values of l - 0 the origin is an asymptotically
stable equilibrium and if for any neighborhood U of the origin in Rn there
 .is an e ) 0 such that ¨ ?, l has a chaotic hyperbolic invariant set con-
tained in U for 0 - l - e .
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Note that the transition to chaotic behavior appears instantaneously and
not as an accumulation of bifurcation points, like a cascade of period
w xdoubling bifurcations as in the scenarios of 3 . Another well-known
Æ w xexample of transition to chaos is the Silnikov bifurcation 7 , where instant
chaos appears globally after a homoclinic saddle connection in R3. Instant
chaos, being a local bifurcation, is also different from this.
 . `  .Suppose ¨ x, l, l is a C vector field having the property 1 , for a g R
 . nqm  .  .and b , g g R . If x s is a solution of dxrds s ¨ x, 1, l , then
 . b  a .  g .y t s l ) x l ? t is a solution of dyrdt s ¨ y, l, l ) l . The amplitude of
 g . beach solution of y s ¨ y, l, l ) l is l times that of the correspondingÇ
 .  .solution of x s ¨ x, 1, l , i.e., if b s b , . . . , b then the ith componentÇ 1 n
b i  .of x is multiplied by l . Moreover, if x s is periodic with period P, then
 . ay t is periodic with period Prl , for each l ) 0.
 .If the vector field ¨ has the property 1 , with exponents a g R and
 . nqm  .  g .b , g g R , and if 1, l is a bifurcation point for ¨ , then l, l ) l is0 0
 .also a bifurcation point for each l with 0 - l - 1. Thus the map f l s
 g .  .l, l ) l defines for l g 0, 1 a curve of bifurcation points of the same0
 .type in the parameter space l, l and we want to describe the behavior at
the end of this curve, at l s 0.
If any g - 0, then no new bifurcation point is created, since we havej
< g <qlim l ) l s q`, i.e., the curve is unlimited.l ª 0 0
If all g G 0, for all j between 1 and m, then a different bifurcationj
takes place at l s 0 and l s L) l , with L s lim qlg. For instance, if a0 lª 0
 .chaotic attractor for ¨ x, 1, l is created through a period-doubling0
 .  g .cascade for ¨ x, 1, l , then ¨ y, l, l ) l also has a chaotic attractor for0
each l with 0 - l - 1, and if, in addition, the origin is asymptotically stable
for l - 0, then there is instant chaos at l s 0 and l s L) l .0
We distinguish two types of instant chaos appearing through a scaling
property.
DEFINITION 3. The bifurcation from the trivial equilibrium at l s 0 and
l s L) l produces instant chaos in slow motion if the return time to any0
transverse section of the flow becomes arbitrarily large when l positive
decreases to 0.
1 1 1 1 .  .A scaling property with a s 1, b s , , , and g s 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 has2 2 2 2
w xbeen used in 6 to obtain instant chaos in a family of symmetric vector
4  . 5fields in R , ¨ x, l, l , with l g R . Numerical evidence of a period-dou-
Æbling cascade and of a Silnikov bifurcation was obtained for some values of
l with fixed l s 1. Thus fixing l and varying l gives rise to instant chaos in
slow motion.
Another example of bifurcation in slow motion is the blue-sky bifurca-
w xtion described in 1 : a family of limit cycles with longer and longer
periods, approaching, at bifurcation, a circle of equilibria where the limit
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cycles are destroyed. This example can be easily constructed in R2 using a
1 1 .scaling with a s 1, b s , .2 2
DEFINITION 4. The bifurcation from the trivial equilibrium at l s 0 and
l s L) l produces chaos with infinite amplitude if the amplitude of the0
chaotic attractor grows rapidly when l positive approaches 0 in the sense
that as l ª 0q, the attractor contains points of arbitrarily large norm.
w xThe normal form studied in 2 , after blowup is given by
V x , l , m s l 2 x , x , ym x y m x y m x q k x 2 .  .2 3 1 1 2 2 3 3 11 1
 .and has a scaling property with a s y1, b s y3, y4, y5 , and g s
 .y3, y2, y1 . The vector field was studied numerically for l s 1, k s 1,11
and chaotic attractors were found for some values m of m arising throughÄ
Æeither a period-doubling cascade or a Silnikov bifurcation. As b - 0, thisi
would be an example of chaos with infinite amplitude. Since g - 0,i
however, the bifurcation point lg )m moves off to infinity as l tends to 0.
We are interested in properties of ¨ that are shared by its Taylor
expansion of some degree, so we do not consider degenerate vector fields
N .such that j ¨ ' 0 for all N ) 1. Similarly, we want to exclude fromx
discussion the trivial scaling property a s 0, b s 0.
Another trivially uninteresting case occurs when Rn can be split into two
N .  . <J ¨ -invariant vector spaces V and V for all N ) 1 such that ¨ isVx 1 2 1
<degenerate and the scaling property is trivial for ¨ . This is the case, forV2
instance, of a family of vector fields in R2 having the scaling property with
 . N  .a s 0 and b s b , 0 and such that j ¨ is always of the form1  x , x .1 2N  . .   ..j ¨ x , x s 0, ¨ x , l . Thus ¨ only has the trivial scaling prop- x , x . 1 2 2 2 21 2
erty and the first component of ¨ is degenerate.
 .THEOREM 2. Let ¨ x, l, l be a smooth family of nondegenerate ¨ector
 .fields with the scaling property 1 for l ) 0, with exponents a g R and
 . nqmb , g g R . If for some l s l and for l s y1 the origin is an asymp-0
 .totically stable hyperbolic equilibrium point of ¨ and if x s ¨ x, 1, lÇ 0
has a chaotic attractor containing points arbitrarily close to the origin with
lim qlg s L g Rm, then the origin is a hyperbolic stable equilibrium forl ª 0
 .l g y1, 0 that bifurcates into chaos at l s 0 and l s L) l . If the0
bifurcation is local then it is instant chaos in slow motion. If the bifurcation is
not in slow motion, then it produces chaos with infinite amplitude and the
 .deri¨ ati¨ e of ¨ at 0, l, l is zero for all ¨alues of the parameters l and l unless
the scaling property is tri¨ ial.
Proof. From the remark at the end of Section 3 it follows that the
eigenvalues of the linearization of ¨ at the origin have negative real parts
for all l between y1 and 0. From the discussion of the preceding
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paragraphs it follows that this stable equilibrium bifurcates into a chaotic
n  .  .attractor. For b g R define b % 0 b % 0 to mean b ) 0 b G 0 fori i}
 .  .all i between 1 and n. By b u 0 b u 0 we mean b F 0 b - 0 fori i}
some i between 1 and n. Then the bifurcation is local if and only if b % 0
and is in slow motion if and only if a ) 0. If we show that b % 0 implies}
a G 0 and b % 0 implies a ) 0 then it follows that local instant chaos is
always chaos in slow motion.
Since lim qlg s L exists, we have g G 0 for all j between 1 and m,l ª 0 j
i.e., g % 0.}
 .As ¨ x, 1, l has a chaotic attractor, ¨ is nonlinear. Recall that if ¨ is0
nondegenerate then some of its nonzero jets does not vanish identically,
 . nqm < <i.e., there is I, d g N _ B , with I ) 1. By Theorem 1, we have1
 . nqm I  :  :I, d g N _ B if and only if K q b s a y b , I y g , d q b g1 d i i
N for all i between 1 and n.
 .Therefore, there is an index I, d f B satisfying:1
v  :  :  :  :a y b , I y g , d q b G 0, i.e., a q b y b , I G g , d , fori i
i s 1, . . . , n,
v < <I ) 1, and
v  :g , d G 0.
 : < <Then a q b y b , I G 0 for all i between 1 and n. Since I ) 1 withi
 .I s i , . . . , i , then either some i is greater than 1 or there are k / k1 n k 1 2
 :  .such that i s i s 1. In the first case, b y b , I F b 1 y I - 0k k k k k1 2
  : .if b % 0 and b y b , I F 0 if b % 0 . In the second case, b yk k} 1
 :   : .b , I F yb - 0 if b % 0 and b y b , I F 0 if b % 0 . So, ifk k }2 1
 .  .b % 0 b % 0 we must have a positive a nonnegative .}
< <If the bifurcation is not in slow motion, for a - 0 and I s 1 then for
I  :  :some i between 1 and n we have K q b s a y b , I y g , d q b sd i i
 :  . ma y g , d - 0. Then I, d g B for all d g N . So a ' 0, for all I1 Id
< < mwith I s 1 and d g N . We have already shown that when a - 0 then
b u 0, i.e., some component b of b is negative, and so l b i ª q` wheni}
l ª 0q. The bifurcation produces chaos with infinite amplitude.
For a s 0 either some b is negative as in the case above or b G 0 fori j
all j with at least one b s 0. Without loss of generality assume b sj 1
??? s b s 0 and b ) 0 for j ) k. Thenk j
I  :  :  :  :K q b s a y b , I y g , d q b G 0 m b y b , I G g , d G 0.d i i i
I  :  :In particular, K q b G 0 implies b , I F 0 and, therefore, b , I sd 1
 .0; i.e., I s i , . . . , i , 0, . . . , 0 . Any nonzero coefficient a refers to mono-1 k Id
mials x Ild involving only the first k components of x, thus proving the
scaling property is trivial.
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Remark. In Theorem 2 if we assumed ¨ with the scaling property for
l - 0, i.e.,
< < b < <g < < a , . . . , a .qb¨ l ) x , l , l ) l s l )¨ x , y1, l , . .
for all x g Rn, l g Rm, and l - 0, then it would be enough to have
 .¨ 0, y1, l s 0, a stable equilibrium point. With the weaker hypotheses0
of Theorem 2, we need to assume hyperbolicity of the origin; otherwise the
N , M  .stability of the origin with respect to the vector fields j ¨ is notx, l
necessarily equivalent to its stability with respect to ¨ .
5. EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1. The circuit equations modelling the chaotic Van der
Pol]Duffing oscillator,
3x s yg x y a x q m y y .Ç
y s x y y y z 3 .Ç
z s l yÇ
w xwith l, g ) 0, were studied by Gomes and King in 4 . For the values
m s 0, g s 100, a s 0. 35 and varying l, a period-doubling cascade was
numerically observed giving rise to chaotic behavior.
 .A new parameter l can be added to 3 to obtain a new vector field
1 1 1 .  .  .H x, y, z, l, l having property 1 with exponents a s 1, b s , , and2 2 2
g s 0, given by
35 100 0 3x y100 x
H x , y , z , l , l s l ? q . . 1 y1 y1 y 0 / /  0z0 l 0 0
 .Since the original vector field H x, y, z, 1, l has chaotic behaviour for
some l, then H has a bifurcation into chaos in slow motion from the
 .trivial equilibrium. This is not instant chaos since for l g 0, 1000 and
l - 0, the origin is a saddle.
The last difficulty may be overcome by choosing a scaling property
 .involving the other parameters in 3 , as we do in the next example.
EXAMPLE 2. The family of vector fields
ys s 0 x 0
h x , y , z , l , s , b , r s q . lr yl 0 y yxz /  / / xyz0 0 yb
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 .  .  .has property 1 with exponents a s 1, b s 1, 1, 1 and g s 1, 1, 0 . For
l s y1, it is easy to check that for b positive, s ) 1 and r ) 1, all
 .eigenvalues of the linearization around 0, 0, 0 are negative or have
negative real part. It follows that with the same limitations on s , b, and r
the origin is asymptotically stable for all l - 0. Moreover, h has the
 .  .symmetry x, y, z ¬ yx, yy, z . At l s 0, two other equilibria are cre-
ated at a pitchfork bifurcation.
The simplicity of the static bifurcation is misleading: setting l s 1 in h,
w xwe obtain the Lorenz equations 5, 8 . For fixed s and b large enough
 .say, s s 10, b s 8r3 there are r-intervals with r ) 1, where chaotic
8 .behaviour takes place. If h x, y, z, 1, 10, , r has chaotic behaviour for03
some r , then h has a bifurcation into instant chaos in slow motion, from0
8 .  .  .the trivial equilibrium at l s 0 and s , b, r s 0, 0, r s L) 10, , r for0 03
g  .qL s lim l s 0, 0, 1 . A scaled version of the Lorenz attractor atl ª 0
8 .  .  .h x, y, z, 1, 10, , r can be found for l ) 0 and s , b, r s 10 l, 8r3l, r .0 03
Other examples may be constructed by the same method: starting with a
polynomial family of vector fields ¨ , we intend to multiply each monomial
of ¨ by a suitable power of the new parameter l. The resulting family
should coincide with ¨ for l s 1 and have a scaling property with a ) 0
and b % 0. Theorem 1 provides a finite list of conditions to be checked,
and if necessary the g may be chosen to be nonzero in order to ensurejs
that for l s y1 the origin is asymptotically stable.
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